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PROPOSAL FOR STUDY1.a):

By its "Mayo/Biosig/Alice, MBA" framework the Supreme Court
requires using inventive concepts (“inCs”) instead of classical
limitations for specifying ETCIs
EXPLANATION

The Supreme Court requires by its MBA framework – by Mayo/Alice explicitly, by Biosig implicitly – using
“inventive concepts, inCs”, instead of classical “limitations” for specifying ETCIs, as shown below. The
USPTO’s IEG still uses classical limitations to this end. [258] explains why this is an extremely error
prone conception, in particular for ETCIs1.b). The Supreme Court’s MBA framework therefore requires
using the BRIMBA for an ETCI’s refined claim interpretation & construction, instead of the BRIPTO [258].
Hence, this explanation of the above "proposal for study" focuses on showing that for ETCIs this mandatory use of the BRIMBA implies using also inCs (while for CTCIs both may be optional), hence first clarifies what inCs are, how they are identified and used, and finally touches that this “ETCI adequate” conception facilitates dealing with their patent-eligibility issue (as exemplified by the CAFC’s DDR & Myriad
decisions and the ET DC’s Motio decision, and some more complex ETCIs, and elaborated on in [260]).
This proposal is focused on ETCIs, as having caused the Supreme Court to launch its MBA framework.
Accordingly, it shows in Section II – after an introductory Section I – that in testing an ETCI for its satisfying SPL (including its being patent-eligible) its classical limitations are no longer tenable as too error
prone, and that changing over to using inCs for all parties involved is of enormous advantages.
I. Introductory Remarks to the Supreme Court's MBA Framework1.c)
Consent exists between the Supreme Court and the USPTO that any legal decision about an ETCI
requires knowing its meaning, i.e. clearly determining what exactly is the invention's claim of patent law
protection, at all. This first step is called the ETCI's “claim interpretation”.
Total disagreement exists between the Supreme Court and its MBA framework – based on the inCs of
the tested ETCI’s, being pairs or <an invention/TT0, application/A>, appreciated by the CAFC and the
USPTO by lip-services, but definitely not really – and both these highly estimated authorities. They both
cling to “limitations”, when it comes to how to exactly proceed in an ETCI’s claim interpretation, as this
procedure determines this ETCI’s meaning. This schism is potentially lethally threatening many patents.
For avoiding this disaster, threatening all innovative US key economies, it is necessary and sufficient to
apply more notional scrutiny in testing an ETCI for its meeting SPL1.b) requirements than hitherto practiced by courts or the USPTO – as the MBA framework clearly states, [258] explaining more details.
1

.a This submission by the author has the broader USPTO context of its patent quality initiative [245,244,251,258,260].
Accordingly, many of the following elaborations are highly redundant to earlier reports, even reusing earlier wordings. Such
backward references are identified by [XXXnnn], whereby “XXX” identifies a document in the Reference List and “nnn” an
item identifier therein, e.g. [2582.a)]. If these elaborations and reports differ, this does not mean they contradict or devaluate
each other as they often serve different purposes and/or only didactical clarifications – and/or express improved insights2.a).
.b CTCI/ETCI = classic/emerging technology claimed invention, SPL = Substantive Patent Law.
.c The following mirrors advanced System Design [2] and in particular "Mathematical Artificial Intelligence, MAI" [2585.a)].
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II. Testing an ETCI for Satisfying SPL must Analyze its Total Disclosed Inventivity 2.a)
– The Supreme Court’s MBA Framework hence Requires Using inCs for this Purpose –
The patent community still considers the notion of ‘inventive concept’ as murky [247]: In Mayo/Alice the
Supreme Court namely left its details open – as since long is known [2] that, in principle, one may precisely model all real-world issues by their issue specific concepts, e.g. ETCIs by their inCs.
For showing that this approach here is indispensable, Section II.1 starts with outlining the ●incapability
of classical “limitations” to become precise and complete in describing an ETCI and the ●fundamental
advantage of using this ETCI’s inCs to this end2.b). Section II.2 then presents 5 key inherent properties
of inCs, on which the MBA framework requires to base an ETCI’s SPL test. Section II.3 finally outlines
how such inCs are mathematized for preciseness and excluding misunderstandings. This notion of inCs
takes SPL precedents about ETCIs to a much higher level of development than the one it today is on.
II.1: Inventive Concepts’ Fundamental Descriptive/Analytic Advantage over Classical Limitations
Any of the Supreme Court’s MBA framework decisions and in KSR requires using the notion2.a) of
“inventive concept, inC” for describing alias specifying alias modeling, for an ETCI, its meaning2.c.
Thereby any inC precisely describes (=specifies=models) an inventive aspect of this meaning, and the
logical sum of all inCs of this ETCI describes this ETCI’s total inventivity alias ETCI’s meaning –
both as disclosed by ETCI’s specification for the "person of pertinent ordinary skill and creativity, pposc".
As told already in [258p.2)], verifying this fundamental statement (in bold letters) is logically impossible, if
the BRIPTO is used in ETCI’s claim interpretation, due to BRIPTO‘s definition. It namely ●assumes the
ETCI is described by its “limitations” as stated by its claim’s wording – by limitations of something thus
only poorly defined and often not at all precisely self-explaining, as the BRIPTO assumes, and then tends
to ●ignore some inC/aspect of ETCI’s total inventivity2.d), even if explicitly mentioned by this wording2.e).
Thus, while the MBA framework decisions are eligibility/definiteness decisions, they also clearly and unmistakably state the Supreme Court's claim interpretation requirements [256,258,260].
2

.a Describing/Analyzing an ETCI and its satisfying SPL requires using basic items of thinking for representing ETCI’s total
inventivity: A ‘term’ is an arbitrary ‘identifier’ alias ‘name’ alias ‘acronym’. A pair <’term’, its ‘meaning’> is called ‘notion’,
denoted by its name. A notion’s meaning, associated to its term/name, is called its ‘semantics’ – if refined for an application’s need its ‘pragmatics’. Making/Creating/Defining meaning/semantics/pragmatics is called ‘semiotics’3.b), refining or
redefining of already existing notions (i.e. reusing their names) or creating new notions (i.e. using new names for them).
The MBA framework performs ‘SPL semiotics’ for ETCIs, by refining existing SPL pragmatics and also creating new ones.
.b An ETCI’s total inventivity disclosed by its specification notionally differs from the “problem solution” it represents, as it
per se does not comprise the definition of the problem it allegedly solves. This implies that this problem does not need to
be (fully) disclosed by ETCI’s specification, as otherwise were indispensable. Nevertheless, by SPL the usefulness of this
ETCI’s total inventivity must be (fully) disclosed by its specification – and thereof the problem may be derived that the ETCI
solves, but this derived problem need not to be identical to the problem that ETCI’s specification discloses.
.c By contrast, any inC of any ETCI is (if necessary) precisely definable by a model, on top of which it is defined precisely
[202]. Thus also this ETCI’s total inventivity, i.e. the logical sum of all its inCs, is defined precisely – and defined to be this
ETCI’s meaning. This is the reason, why any ETCI is called “model based” [258p.2)].
.d If an ETCI's inC is, by its BRIPTO based claim interpretation, not recognized then it moreover is impossible to determine,
whether it is causing ETCI's potential exemption from patent-eligibility – this inC then is called "patent-eligibility exempted"
– or its patent-eligibility, as being part of an “inventive Alice concept, inAC”, representing (part of) ETCI’s application A of
its TT0 [258,260]. Overcoming these deficiencies inevitably requires semiotically2.a) refining the classical/pre-MBA-framework SPL pragmatics to ETCI-needed/post-MBA-framework SPL pragmatics, as by the MBA framework achieved4) [171].
.e see e.g. the CAFC’s recent Myriad decision [251] – an error very frequently committed by CAFC and USPTO.
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II.2: Inventive Concepts’ Inherent Properties/Meanings/Pragmatics2.a)
The Subsections II.2.a-e present that due to the SPL semiotics by the MBA framework, any inC pragmatics – some being invisible/intangible/fictional, therefore making ETCIs representing SPL problems with
CTCIs not existing3.a) – has some inherent SPL relevant properties. For an ETCI, their conjunction (=
their logical sum) represents ETCI’s meaning alias total inventivity, described by these inCs’ pragmatics.
II.2.a: I.e.: By the MBA framework, an ETCI’s ‘inventive concepts’ are nothing else but increments of
its total inventivity, disclosed by the patent’s specification and in total making-up this ETCI’s subject
matter, being a pair <invention/TT0, application/A>. An inC hence needs not even be quoted by the
claim’s wording of an ETCI, if only the latter’s specification im- or explicitly discloses its meaning and
this wording comprises it (see the CAFC’s DDR case [156,160]). This evidently finishes the evergreen
nonsense that “limitations must not be imported into claims’ wordings” – as explained by [258p.5].
Yet, a patent specification may disclose, for one of its ETCIs, one or several sets of inCs, each makingup this ETCI’s whole inventivity, thus disclosing for this ETCI a single or finitely many different
‘interpretations’ – all of these being assumed to represent the same invention [6,7,45,142].
II.2.b: Next, by a lengthy Subsection, the beginning of the use of the inC notion in an ETCI’s claim
interpretation3.b) is shown, i.e. in its claim analysis, as by the MBA framework required for enabling a
dependable MBA framework based SPL test of this ETCI. Yet, the MBA framework’s notions –
especially of an ETCI’s groundbreaking inC and the Mayo semiotics it embodies3.c), by Alice confirmed
[150,151] – are too coarse [5-7] for reasoning as precisely as required by the MBA framework. It itself
nowhere is precise, but just indicates how to refine them by the patent community, as the Supreme
Court repeatedly asked for, implicitly by its above referred to metaphor and even explicitly3.d).
3

.a – why CTCIs’ SPL tests may get along without using this more intellectual notion of its inventive concepts. Moreover,
many CTCI’s SPL tests are so porous – e.g. due to using the BRIPTO and hence only the classical claim interpretation &
construction – that their use of inCs wouldn’t make much sense.
.b the actual use of inCs thereby will be shown by [250]
.c The notion of semiotics2.a) and its derivatives, such as semiotical and semiotic, may be used as a substantive in
singular or plural, or as adverb, or as adjectives, in present/past/future, …, no grammatical alias syntactical limitation
exists, just as for the notion “meaning-making”. Thereby “Semiotics in SPL” is not meaning “esoterics in SPL” [191], but
exact and precise6.a) improvement – by Kant & Analytic Philosophy [237] – of scientifized ‘SPL Metaphysics’ based on the
MBA framework. The latter is located in fundamental Mathematics (e.g. Arithmetic, Set Theory, Logic, …) as SPL deals
with Intellectual Property Rights, underlying Mathematics for supporting Natural Sciences (such as Analysis, Function
Theory, Differential Equations, …). Hence, the exact and precise6.a) SPL Pragmatics is located below the most fundamental
Natural Science, Physics.
In the US Wikipedia, Semiotics is outlined as AIT [2] focused on linguistic “meaning-making” in any area of
semantics/pragmatics whatever, e.g. in the area of SPL precedents about ETCIs. Semiotics may be seen as the unnoticed
giant not only in the evolvement of ETCIs’ SPL precedents, but in all ET areas: While R&D investments are indispensable
for creating ETCIs, sufficient such investments may be raised only by anticipating them semiotically.
This is brought to the point by Justice Breyer’s “Archimedes metaphor” [24411.a)]. It invites to improving the MBA
framework of SPL for ETCIs, located on top of the allegedly precise SPL Metaphysics for CTCIs – just as the metaphysical
“boat building” (referred to by this metaphor) has been improved to powerful naval technologies. FSTP-Technology indeed
improves the MBA framework’s Metaphysics by scientizing the Metaphysics of SPL precedents about ETCIs and CTCIs.
Whether there are ETCIs for which FSTP-Technology doesn’t work? Based on mathematical criteria, such ETCIs
would be called “pathologic”, probably not existing at all, especially not with ETCIs that are of FFOL over their independent
thoughts creating them [142] – whereby by logic a thus non-FFOL patented ETCI also shouldn’t exist.
.d A similar notion of an invention’s “inventive concept(s)” was used in CTCIs’ pre-Mayo SPL testing [117,234,248]. Yet, it
allegedly was made superfluous by the simpler – but often just absurd – vastly “claims wordings’ limitations based” interpretation of CTCIs’ by the BRIPTO.
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For any ETCI, FSTP-test1/2 [258FIG1] checks this refinement, i.e. whether its alleged E-inCs are refinements of its alleged O/A-inCs. Ideally, these checks are mentally performed by the user, before it starts
its input to FSTP-test1(a). Practically, they iteratively overlap with this input or even correct it later4.a).
Before and during FSTP-test1/2, these initial steps of checking ETCI’s alleged inCs, take place on all 3
levels of notional resolution: On the ETCI’s notionally ‘original, O’-level as the coarsest as totally informal level and before; on its semi-formal ‘abstract, A’-level of notional refinement; on the A-level’s notional refinement level, the totally formal ‘elementary, E’-level. Without getting aware of them, these 3
levels of notional resolution are passed everyday by everybody in any getting aware of something4.b).
An ETC specification’s O-/A-/E-level representation of its subject matter, being a pair of <invention/TT0,
application/A>, consists of mentally plain O-/A-/E-level statements. Thereby means the ●total informality
of the O-level that it represents ETCI’s one or several O-level statements as conjunction(s) of wordings
from the ETCI’s documented specification (i.e. any quotation is an original natural language wording or
original graphic, hence the “O”), ●semi-formality of the A-level that it represents any O-level statement
as technically and legally equivalent refinement of one or several of A-level statements (reversed by
their conjunction) in a very simple natural language and therein put as formal binary predicates, ●total
formality of the E-level that it represents any A-level statement as technically and legally equivalent
refinement (reversed into a resp. conjunction) of one or several elementary inCs alias E-inCs, modeling
(mathematizable) elementary alias E-level statements – hence the “E”.
It is evident, that – for probably any known ETCI under FSTP-Test –
● while FSTP-test1(a) prompts for inputting to it the A-/E-level predicates, test1(b)-(d) prompt for the
justification of this input under additional SPL O-/A-aspects, requiring these refinements;
● originally its O-level statements are pretty verbose and vague (and hence here just mentioned), the
A-level statements are less verbose and less vague (due to their implicit binary predicates, called
‘abstract’ for distinguishing these informal A-predicates from the mathematically defined/-able Epredicates, potentially being subject to further limitations), while the E-level statements are of only
‘also in Mathematics unavoidable verbosity’ and therefore precise (by contemporary Mathematics);
● after having exactly and precisely6.a) determined ETCI’s E-inCs – which normally requires several
iterations over all its O-/A-/E-level statements by repeating the operational steps involved – also its
A-inCs and even its O-inCs are precisely defined by them, though not necessarily unique but just
isomorphic [7,64]. For an ETCI no such precise SPL knowledge exists prior to knowing its E-inCs.
After this declarative description of the structure [258FIG1] alias “outer shell” [25811.a)] of all SPL knowledge about an ETCI embodied by all O-/A-/E-level statements about it, the next bullet points outline how
the content of this structure/shell is procedurally gained – as the Supreme Court’s MBA framework requires. Thereby holds: Gaining it got eventually to be based on the mental instrument E-level “inventive
concepts”, as these are the only items precisely described, either in natural MAI language or formally:
4

.a As ridiculous as it may sound: Finally clarifying these steps has cost several years in the FSTP-Project – for grasping
the whole problem depending on them.
.b This is part of anybody’s daily life: Mostly engaging only the O-level, seldom on the A-level, and virtually never on the
E-level – which here is practiced for SPL, as ETCIs’ specifications on the O/A-levels are hopelessly incomplete&imprecise,
while CTCIs’ specifications on the O/A-levels don’t need this completeness&preciseness as with them human intuition is
capable of dependably overcoming these gaps.
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● Initially: Creating/Finding/Guessing an ETCI’s inventive concept(s) on the O-level ought to be trivial,
once its specification exists; prior to its existence this often multiply creative process is highly metaphysical but nevertheless supported by FSTP-Technology, as shown by other FSTP publications.
● Thereafter also is straightforward: Deriving/Guessing from this(these) O-inC(s) this ETCI’s A-inC(s),
refining or being equivalent to O-inC(s), thus getting more precisely about the ETCI, by
o first determining, of this subject matter, its notional ‘carrying pillars’, called its “ETCI-element(s)”
of its pair <invention/TT0, application/A>5.b) – these ETCI-element(s) separate ETCI’s concerns
[258], are always indicated by keywords in ETCI’s specification, and remain the same as for the
A-level also for its E-level – and
o then “modeling” (= precisely&exactly describing6.a)) the properties of any ETCI-element by using
a restricted natural language, almost exclusively based on “atomic” notions only [238].
● Finally: deriving/guessing from this/these A-inC/s the always several E-inCs – any one representing

only a “single independent thought” 5.a) [5-9], defined in a very restricted natural MAI language
comprising only atomic notions, thus getting absolutely exact5.c) and precise about the ETCI5.c) –
such that any A-inC is a ‘conjunction’ of E-inCs and potential E-Cs (whereby the missing “in”
indicates that it is an ordinary concept6.b) – hence is superfluous, as elaborated on in [260]).
This disaggregation of the ETCI’s whatever complexity is initially purely feeling controlled, by notionally
‘refining’ – i.e. ‘separation of concerns’ [122, 258FIG1] and ‘layering’ [123] – of usually compound O-/AinCs into legally and logically equivalent conjunctions of E-inCs/E-Cs. It inevitably precedes its formal
confirmation by the FSTP-Test [258FIG2].
‘Separation of concerns’ and ‘layering’ are fundamental in System Design Technique [2,122]. They here
are used for O-/A-inC disaggregation, indispensable for most ETCIs. For such an ETCI to be tested
under SPL, the complexity of the knowledge about it, modeled by only its O-/A-inCs, is opaque. I.e., for
achieving the transparency of most ETCIs’ A-/E-level representations necessary for their logical/
systematic test under SPL, both mental steps are imperative – but unknown to the patent community.
I.e., in determining an ETCI’s ‘SPL properties’, applying these two powerful complexity reducing procedures – separation of its concerns [122] and layered refining its notions [123], including “free-hand”
confirming that the logical sum of all its E-inCs describes this ETCI’s total inventivity alias ETCI’s
meaning, thus directly leading to a COM5.b) of this ETCI – is indispensable for dependably construing its
refined claim interpretation & construction as required by the Supreme Court’s MBA framework5.d).
5

.a This totally fundamental Kant-like insight “1 E-crC models 1 independent thought” and vice versa – here put into FSTP
language and significantly deepened – originates in the BGH’s Gegenstandstraeger decision (1996) in a CTCI’s nonobviousness case (after several quite similarly justified nonobviousness BGH decisions), which then went completely unnoticed by the patent community. More about this rationale is provided by [6,7,9,237].
.b Had the courts started, for an ETCI, its SPL test by its refined claim interpretation&construction – and thereby determined its COM(s) of inCs (by the FSTP-Test) – they would immediately have encountered the fundamental question: Does
this COM at all exactly&precisely6.a) describe this ETCI’s inventivity as disclosed for the pposc by its specification?
Mandatorily checking this question up-front, in construing ETCI’s refined claim construction embodying COM [241], i.e. by
using the BRIMBA, would have avoided the known unfortunate dissents in and between courts dealing with this ETCI. These
always are caused by the non-awareness of the exact and precise6.a) scrutiny required for determining its COM(s).
.c If the ETCI’s specification doesn’t disclose enough such ‘only 1 thought representing’ E-inCs, it is called “pathologic”
and here not considered [142].
.d The horribly expensive “software crisis” haunting IT during all the 60s/70s – quite similar to the current “SPL/ETCI
crisis” – eventually led to accept this indispensability.
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II.2.c: The Supreme Court’s “inventive concept notion” – required by it to be used for modeling inventions, at least for analyzing them, explicitly required by Mayo/Alice and implicitly by Biosig, too – is a
rigorous simplification of the here not used "AIT-concept notion” [2,3,4]. The latter is used, since the late
60s, for general purpose recursively exactly/precisely6.a) aggregating compound concepts from more
elementary (= “atomic”) ones.
Yet, both kinds of concepts, the AIT as well as the Supreme Court one, serve the same basic purpose –
though of opposite “polarities”: AIT concepts serve for exactly/precisely describing how new compound
AIT concepts are to be aggregated from given elementary ones. By contrast, MBA framework based inC
concepts – i.e. inCs, if this pleonasm is avoided – serve for exactly/precisely describing how given
compound inCs are to be disaggregated into new elementary inCs. More precisely: For SPL compatibly
notionally disaggregating given compound O/A-inCs into ‘conjunctions’ of E-inCs and E-Cs)6.b).
Thus, O-/A-/E-inCs facilitate modelling courts’ SPL based decision making about ETCIs – by contrast to
AIT-concepts, by their today being too mathematically sophisticated for providing this facilitation.
II.2.d: Alice’s “Combination” of an ETCI’s E-inCs into O/A-inCs is the inverse inherent property of
inCs to their in II.2.c discussed disaggregative inherent property, implied by Mayo/Biosig.
Though, Alice refines Mayo/Biosig by tying a patent-noneligible invention/TT0 to an application/A for
achieving this ETCI’s patent-eligibility without causing social problems for the SPL – as TT0’s prevailing
preemptivity now is “A-limited”, which Solomonic avoids this social threat6.c).
II.2.e: The MBA framework hinted at another big chunk of metaphysics to be scientized Kant’s way:
Determining the precise bounds for uniformly granting patents to all ETCIs. This uniformity rationale is
indispensably needed for a sustainably consistent interpretation of 35 USC § 101, in spite of the today
‘unlimited preemptive’ ETCIs, comprised by the inC category of natural phenomena and, broader, of
abstract ideas, which 35 USC SPL must exempt from patent-eligibility as evidently violating Kant’s
“categorical imperative” embodied by the US Constitution. Its Alice decision clearly hints at the logical
way out from this only seemingly existing ethical dilemma: It requires granting patents only to ETCIs of
controlled preemptivity and for this uniform control to use ETCI’s own “inventive concept(s)”.
For mathematically modelling these fundamental inherent properties of “inC categories exempted from
patent-eligibility” and of “inCs transforming a patent-noneligible invention into a patent-eligible subject
matter applying this invention”, three kinds of inCs must be distinguished – ordinary, ‘improvement
prone’, and ‘transformation warranting’ ones – explained in detail in [237] and mathematized in [142].

6 .a

“Exact” shall reemphasize that this determination must seamlessly represent the MBA framework (including its
social/preemptivity aspect), “precise” that this determination must not stay within the vague pre-MBA SPL semantics, but
take an ETCI’s SPL test to the here described level of development and hence scrutiny, prior to this semiotic process just
unthinkable by logical reasons. Both properties are indispensable only when dealing with ETCIs.
One could argue that none of these Supreme Court decisions explicitly requires the degree of preciseness/scrutiny as
required here, for this high level SPL test of an ETCI. But this would mean forgetting about the MBA framework’s striving
for consistency in such precedents – about the social requirements the Supreme Court clearly stated in Mayo to be
unconditionally met by its accordingly refined interpretation of 35 USC SPL. I.e.: The classic “materialistic only” SPL
satisfiability tests (i.e. non-metaphysical in Kant’s sense, i.e. ethics ignoring [237]) are deficient – by the MBA framework.
.b E-Cs being known and belonging to posc or prior art, while E-inCs are new and do not belong to posc or prior art.
.c The meaning of Alice’s “inventive concept, inAC” is clarified in detail in [260].
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II.3: Inventive Concepts’ Basic Structure and their Meta-Mathematical Definition
The mathematization of SPL, outlined by [9] – culturally a historical step, as hitherto no comparable
part of any law has ever been mathematized – starts by the following meta-mathematical MAI definition
of the notion of inCs, as induced by the Supreme Court’s Markman/Teva and MBA framework decisions.
Its rigorous scientification provides groundbreaking advantages, first of all it enables drafting absolutely
robust ETCIs patents, i.e. ‘unassailable by SPL’, if only exactly/precisely6.a) described by their inCs.
[260] will focus on this fact.
This exactness6.a) of inCs is achieved by their following basic structure.
An inC is a pair “<’legal concept, leC’, ‘creative concept, crC’>”, or shorter <leTS,crTS>7.a), whereby:
● Any E-leC (and the E-leTS defining it) is ‘ETCI independent’, i.e. for any of the 9 kinds of stereotypical leCs/leTSes for all ETCIs principally the same justification of its correctness – modeled/described/defined on top of the sole “SPL-model” – as input by its user by a multiple-choice selection
formally parameterized for ETCIs actual parameters.
While any E-leC mirrors its simple E-leTS, an A-leTS/A-leC often is too complex for a clear verbal
legal reasoning about an ETCI’s inC – being one of the objectives of the FSTP-Technology.

 Any E-crC (and the E-crTS defining it) is ETCI dependent and to be defined, on top of its E-crC specific “E-crC-model”, by the user of this ETCI’s FSTP-Test by defining this E-crC’s finite “truth set, EcrTS” – which must be disclosed for the pposc by the ETCI’s specification7.b) – being the same in all
9 FSTP-testo’s of this ETCI.
crCs (and the crTSes defining them) are often precisely definable only on the E-level of notional
resolution, as on the A-level they don’t not meet the notional “atomicity” requirement – to be met by
their mathematically precise definition – and thus are mentally uncontrollable [6,7,8,64,142].
As of today, an ETCI’s A/E-leTSes are not defined at all7.c) and the definitions of its A/E-crTSes are left
to the reader (see Subsection II.2.b), as for the moment these TSes need to be only meta-mathematically defined by using intuitive notions of an informal natural MAI type language7.d).
But, any E-crC is defined/-able also mathematically, once the model underlying it is so far clarified that
its atomic E-notions are well-defined, on top of which its E-crTS then may easily be mathematically
described in any formal FFOL (= finite first order logic) predicate notation, as SPL and any hitherto encountered ETCI are of FFOL. And its E-leTS is trivially mathematizable anyway. Perspectively, this
eventually enables for an ETCI its A-inCs’ comprehensible mathematical definitions, too.
In total: This “inC” notion that the MBA framework implies, today exceeds many patent experts’ understanding of the SPL semiotics, as to its completeness and preciseness3.b), ETCIs urgently need for their
SPL tests’ sustainable consistency and predictability. Any average compiler/interpreter/database/…
expert would rapidly understand this ETCI requirement [2] – thus also patent experts eventually will.
7

.a The FSTP-Test [258p.4] shows: Also an ETCI’s refined claim interpretation starts without considering, of its inCs, their
legal aspects, and focuses in FSTP-test1 on only their creative concepts, crCs – their leCs are even only checked in FSTPtest2. Yet, principally, these leCs are of primary concern, as they assess the legal meaningfulness of their use.
By contrast, for the BRIPTO’s “limitations” it is difficult to figure out how to provide their legal legitimation.
.b the MBA framework does not require disclosing the E-leTSes’s (for a priori avoiding Markman/Teva type problems)
.c a problem easy to solve for SPL’s E-leTS, as its basic solution comprises only 9 parameterized English sentences
.d Semantics/Pragmatics research on this Supreme Court induced approach to SPL precedents about ETCIs will shortly
deliver tools for automatically deriving purely mathematical representations from such always simple MAI type sentences.
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